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Summary of Top Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Top Recommendations for Care
Appropriate incentives for dentists to serve un- or underserved populations (i.e., loan
forgiveness programs) – 22%
Dental health should be recognized as a nutrition issue and be available to purchase with
SNAP benefits, WIC benefits or through a developed specific program. List resources for
receiving free dental supplies – 18%
Primary care provider intake forms ask about last time patient had a dental screening or
cleaning – 14%
Public service campaigns including social media, commercials, public service
announcements – 13%

Top Recommendations for Community
• Early education and application to break cycle of poor oral care via those providers,
outreach, mobile units, etc. – 17%
• Collaborate with faith-based organizations to increase access to resources and for
community education – 17%
• Holistic health care provision and screenings integration – 11%
• Add dental outreach activities to other well-established outreach activities – 11%

•
•
•
•

Top Recommendations for Financing
Loan forgiveness for dentists working in low-income areas – 17%
Modified WIC and SNAP to allow purchase of oral health products – 16%
Increase Medicaid/Medicare reimbursement rates and advocate for comprehensive dental
benefits – 15%
Inclusion of preventative dental care as EHB under the ACA for adults – 12%

Top Recommendations for Policy
• Change policy to allow dental hygiene therapists to practice in high-need areas / Following
the lead of other states to allow training of dental hygienist therapist to serve in dental
health deserts / broaden scope of practice for dental hygienists – 22%
• Hybrid loan forgiveness program for dentistry students based upon percentage of low
income patients served (private and public sector) – 15%
• Modified WIC and SNAP to allow to purchase oral health products – 15%
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Oral Health Planning Session

Collaborative Labs at St. Petersburg College
February 23, 2016
10:00 am – 2:00 pm
AGENDA
Meeting Goals:
• Provide context and orientation to the work & social justice and health equity framework
• Share findings from the community landscape assessment
• Recommend and prioritize actions to address identified barriers
10:00 am –
10:10 am

Welcome
Andrea Henning, Executive Director, Collaborative Labs, St. Petersburg College
Carry Y. Hepburn, Executive Director, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative

10:10 am –
10:35 am

Identifying & Sharing Strengths and Introductions
Round table discussions
Select a spokesperson to share highlight of strengths from the group
(expertise, knowledge, ability, skills)

10:35 am –
11:00 am

Background & Overview
Describe TBHC, the OH2020 movement, and the AOHE Initiative
Review accomplishments to date
Community Landscape Assessment Results
Erin Sclar, Consultant, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative
Carry Y. Hepburn, Executive Director, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative

11:00 am –
12:00 pm
12:00 pm –
12:30 pm

Lunch & Networking
Provided by Inside the Box Café & Catering, the social enterprise of
Metropolitan Ministries (http://itbcafe.org/)

12:30 pm –
1:45 pm

Advising & Prioritizing Activity
Break-out into small groups, brainstorm potential actions around the identified
barriers (or others) and prioritize recommendations (Systems Change
Framework care, community, financing, policy)

1:45 pm –
2:00 pm

Wrap-up & Next Steps
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Achieving Oral Health Equity (AOHE) in Tampa Bay Initiative
As part of the Oral Health 2020 movement, the Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative (TBHC) is
working toward significant systems and public policy change and to create new social norms
around oral health. During the initial phase of this effort, TBHC is interested in better
understanding the community’s current attitudes, perspectives, and beliefs regarding oral health
and dental services. Through grassroots community outreach and in partnership with existing
efforts, TBHC is striving to reduce oral health disparities and improve oral health outcomes in
Tampa Bay.
Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct a regional community assessment regarding oral health and identify gaps
Expand the network of community stakeholders committed to achieving oral health
equity
Catalog existing oral health services, programs and resources
Promote and improve the public perception on the value of good oral health
Communicate the importance of interprofessional education and integrated care
Accomplishments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborated with 20 community-based organizations to administer more than 1,000 oral
health surveys
Partnered with 7 community-based organizations to host focus groups with 65 Tampa
Bay residents
Provided nearly 1,000 Tampa Bay residents with oral health awareness and education
information, plus gave away 250 toothbrushes and tubes of toothpaste
Held in-person meetings and/or conference calls with more than 100 community
stakeholders
Gave more than $10,000 to community residents for participating in focus groups and
completing oral health surveys
Enriched 17 community-based organizations by giving close to $3,000 in capacity
building stipends
Hosted an Oral Health Community Forum with 50 community stakeholders, representing
more than 20 community-based organizations
Traveled to Boston, Miami, Austin and New Orleans to learn more about and work with
Oral Health 2020
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Welcome
Andrea Henning, Executive Director, Collaborative Labs, St. Petersburg College
Carry Y. Hepburn, Executive Director, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative
Carrie Hepburn, Executive Director, Tampa Bay Healthcare
Collaborative: Thank you, everybody, for joining us. I am Carrie Hepburn, and
I’ve been the Executive Director of the Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative for
almost five years. I’m excited about sharing where we are today. And, I’m
excited that we have accommodating partners. I want to introduce Andrea
Henning.
Andrea Henning, Executive Director, Collaborative Labs, St.
Petersburg College: I was in the dental chair yesterday – talk about
timely! You see the importance of oral health. Thank you for all your
passion and commitment to this issue. I’m with the Collaborative Labs. How
many of you have been here at least one time? (Almost everyone). We do
good work. We can get to the best recommendations very quickly. We are
better together than apart.
Let me introduce you to the green team. PJ will be taking pictures and helping us later when
we break into teams. Joyce is on keyboard. Hopefully, you got the Real-Time Record from last
time and tomorrow you’ll get the Real-Time Record from today. Jonathan is already capturing
what the future of oral health equity will look like.
What we’d like to do first is have you work in your tables. You know how we like to build on
strengths. We’d like to capture the strengths, expertise and skills that we have at your table.
What can we leverage to build on? One strength per purple stickie. We’ll take ten minutes to
examine what we bring to the table.
Jane: Why did the maharishi forgo Novocain when he was having a tooth
pulled? He wanted to transcend dental medication!
Andrea: Thank you, Jane! OK, let’s take 10 minutes to get to know each other
and gather your strengths, skills andr expertise.
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Attendants:
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Identifying & Sharing Strengths and Introductions
Round table discussions
Select a spokesperson to share highlights of strengths from the group (expertise, knowledge,
ability, skills)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise, Knowledge, Ability, Skills
Billing for Medicaid
Dentistry
Networking
Understand service gaps
Knowledge of area
Analytical skills
Know need for oral health
Connection to patients
Education and & outreach
Mobilizing stakeholders
Advocacy
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Expertise, Knowledge, Ability, Skills

Time
Skill in coordination of dental program
Community engagement
Collaboration
Current trends
Public health
Disabilities
Research
Expertise in providing pediatric education/preventative
services
Expertise in engaging volunteers to provide services
Skill in providing services to limited populations
Knowledge about underserved populations in Pinellas
Collaborating and starting partnerships
Oversight & program management
Budget & grant management
Knowledge of various dental issues – when patients call
can understand their issues
Knowledge of what its like to be in the chair and pay
the bill
Ability to reach high need populations
Able to identify students needing services and process
for referral for services
Policy change
Education expertise
Dental background, MPH public health education at
USF, ability to create plan, implement, coordinate, and
evaluate projects, speak u language, advocacy for oral
health
Underserved populations
Referral assistance
Knowledge gaps
Navigation – health care insurance
Program coordinator
Pediatric residency
Experience in the dental field working directly with
patients that have special needs
Collective desire to solve
Understanding the issues and being open to listening
Networking
Direct access to unserved, underserved, unheard
Knowledge
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Andrea: Which table is chompin’ at the bit to go first? We’ll have each of you share your name
and organization. Then if you want to highlight your skills, strengths and abilities and hand
them to Carrie or Erin, we’ll start putting them on the whiteboards.
Lisa Epps: Dental Family Medicare for Humana, billing for Medicaid and regular indemnity
insurance. Knowledge of dentistry – 30 years in the business and some networking.
Terence Truax: I have knowledge of service gaps, the area analytical skills.
Ariel Landry: Health and wellness coordinator for Metropolitan Ministries. Knowledge of the
patients who need health care. Community outreach, advocacy to help with political lobbying.
How to build coalitions. Implementation knowledge and how to mobilize patients.

Carrie: That’s just the first table!
Christine Patel: Baccalaureate program at St. Petersburg College. I’ve been in dental hygiene.
We have lots to do – that’s what I tell my students. We haven’t reached our full potential. We
need help to open the eyes of our legislators. We are transforming – this is our time. We’re
trying to get into medical practices, public health centers and corporate. I research. There is
definitely an oral and systemic link.
Alison Rapp: Site director for Special Olympics and Healthy Community Tampa Bay. My
background is in public health. We work with people with intellectual and physical disabilities
and they so often need so much care. We have seven different screenings and one is oral
health. We find such significant issues with screening and connections to care. It’s challenging
to find providers willing to see patients with disabilities.
Kristin Garces: I specialize in public health research. I’m doing consumer research for the Oral
Health Alliance.
Sara O’Toole: Pinellas County schools. Co-chair of health advisory committee. My expertise is
pediatrics. I have access to kids and their families. We do have some successful programs
already in the county. I also try to serve as an access point for other organizations to have
access to the kids.
Deb Shaffer: Health Department. We have nurses in the schools providing education to the
students to do preventative work. Then nurses can refer students to programs at the Health
Department.
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Elizabeth Rugg: I’m really just here to learn more. I know the patient side of things.
Robyn Pasto: Program for immigrants. We have outreach. Probably provide the clients, the
refugees, who need the care. We refer these clients out. We do a screening and we refer them
to providers and specialists.
Claudia Rosas: I’m a dentist. I have a license as a
hygienist. I love my job because we can help people. At
the Health Department. It’s amazing the lack of education
in dentistry. The mentality is to do implants or to just pull
teeth. We need to help kids understand that it’s very important to keep their teeth.
Deb: Another ability we have at our table is to coordinate volunteers.
Christine Vongsyprasom: Pinellas County Health Department. We have seven clinics. General
oversight of the program. A big part of my job is building community partnerships. Knowledge
about the populations.
Areej Farhat: Libyan dentist. I worked with Save the Children USA. Creating, planning,
implementing and starting programs.
Juan Quintero: I work for the dental program for the Suncoast Community Health Center. We
have eight residents. I coordinate all the rotations for the residents and the referrals we have
all over the county.
Sarah Sims: I help clients get dental help. We build relationships with dentists especially those
that want to help underserved populations.
Liz Ruiz: Help people with the dental portion of the Affordable Care Act. Especially with
pregnant moms because we see the correlation.
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Brian Kirk: Kids Health Florida. We work on advocacy issues when it come s to care. Florida is
not doing well with oral outcomes, even if you have Medicaid. It’s tough to find a provider.
We’re looking at effective policy.
Angie Pineda: Community liaison with Kidz Club. Legislative advocacy, experience about the
importance of oral health. I’ve worked ten years in dental care. Understanding the issues at
hand, listening to the issues, networking, and access to the under-served, unserved
populations.
Jane Walker: Daystar Life Center. Basic needs to people in poverty – a lot of homeless. Every
day we are running into people with dental issues. Yesterday I had a guy asking for a snack
because he is diabetic. I brought an apple and cheese. He ate the cheese, but couldn’t eat the
apple because he didn’t have any bottom teeth. We run into this all the time. We also try to
provide toothbrushes and toothpaste. There is always a learning curve. It’s always been so
hard to find dentists, even with Medicaid. And to find them where people can get to them. We
had one person who is developmentally disabled who needed some special care, but it was only
available in north Tampa.
LaKeisha Waters: For the last couple of years I’ve been struggling because I haven’t had
health care and I’m here for answers.
Jane: She also participated in the focus groups.

Background & Overview
Describe TBHC, the OH2020 movement, and the AOHE Initiative
Review accomplishments to date
Carrie: How many of you were here in October? What we talk about
today builds on what we talked about before. I’ll talk to how this whole
idea played into where we are now.
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Carrie: We envision a community that values health and health services for everyone through
advocacy, health equity and wellness. We don’t provide direct services, but we promote access
and partnerships. If you are here to do some networking, you are definitely in the right place.

I want to give you the big picture. In 2011,
DentaQuest Foundation wanted to change the way
dentistry and health services were happening. They
went to a systems change framework. They
identified state-level organizations. Then they went
to the national partners. The FDA and the ADA. Last
year, they realized they were missing the community
folks. We were invited last March to help. This is the
systems change framework. It’s critical for us to
address individual level needs, but in order to make
an impact, we will need to do some systems work.
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Carrie: Policy: Putting the mouth back in the body, so it’s part of general health. It’s about
having consistent policies across all levels. It’s about having measurement systems. We need
to expand the workforce to meet the community’s needs.

Financing: Reimbursement rates – which is why we have poor participation rates. How do we
get support for the prevention piece? We met with the Hillsborough County Health Plan – Gene
Hurley costed it out and said if they were to do preventative care, they would go bankrupt.
Finally alignment of payments.

Repeating evidence-based successes. Oral health integrated into all aspects of health care.
Consumer focused care delivery.
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Carrie: Make sure community members know about and have access to dentistry. Making sure
we are communicating clearly.

This is the systems framework we’ll follow when we go back to the advising role.
Understanding oral health is essential across the life span. Three goals: eradicate dental disease
in children, incorporate oral health into the primary education system and include an adult
dental benefit in publicly funded health care. Measurement system, integration and the overall
perception of oral health. We are looking across the lifespan.
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Carrie: When we applied to be a grass roots
organization, we felt it made sense to brand
the initiative. We started in March. This first
year has been about trying to understand the
beliefs and attitudes of the community. On the
back of the agenda, you’ll see what our goals
have been. We also want to leverage what is
already going on. We want to definitely
promote to the public the importance of oral
health. Also, get dentistry and general health
working side by side.

What does this slide tell you? What do you see? We’re trying to see the difference between
equality and equity. Equality is giving everybody the same thing. Equity is giving people what
they need.

Comment: Also, the exclusion.
Carrie: We’ve been trying to solve the problem without having the people who are impacted at
the table. By doing the community focus groups, we’ve been able to include them.
Jane: If given the chance, people will solve their problems and work together.
Carrie: That’s a great point.
Deb: Those people may want to see the game from their point of view. Not putting our
perceptions on them, but asking them where they want to fit in.
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Carrie: You are getting deep on me this morning! We will keep these in the back
of our minds as we make our recommendations. Also, the accomplishments are on
the back. One in particular I’m proud of. We were also able to build capacity and
build partnerships. We were able to give $10K to community members for
participating in focus groups and surveys.
We’ve been traveling and have been really busy. Marissa Davis was the first project coordinator
for the Oral Health Initiative. She has moved on to another opportunity and I thank you for the
work you did with her and I applaud all the work she did. She’s here in spirit.

Community Landscape Assessment Results
Erin Sclar, Consultant, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative
Carry Y. Hepburn, Executive Director, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative
Carrie: Erin literally stepped in to bring this home last night.
Erin Sclar, Consultant, Tampa Bay Healthcare Collaborative: You already know about
some of the data and I want to walk through what we learned in the discovery process.
We conducted two different types of surveys and focus groups. We were able to
leverage our partnerships with you and others in the community. One survey
was for community members – over 600 of those. The other was for parents and
caregivers. We wanted to get a better understanding of what oral health looked
like for those under the age of 18. We also did focus groups throughout the
year. For the surveys, we were able to compensate people ($10) for doing the
surveys, but we had folks who wanted to take the survey without compensation.
We focused on Hillsborough, Pinellas and Pasco, low income, communities of color.
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Most folks were under the age of 65, not eligible for Medicare. Most were young adults. A
quarter were older adults. Almost half identified as black, a quarter Hispanic.

Most were female, which was not intentional. Most were uninsured or on Medicaid or Medicare.
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Erin: Importance versus condition – this frames all the numbers I’m going to throw at you.
Ninety percent said that oral health is important. Only half reported poor or fair condition of
their teeth. Does this surprise you?

Jane: No. It might be their version of oral health.
Erin: Why do you think this is?
Comments: Cost, access, education.
Deb: It’s specific education. Most understand it’s important, but why is it important – how does
it affect your health later in life?
Erin: This is one reason we shifted to parent surveys.
Alison: We know we should brush our teeth twice a day and floss. So there is that
level of knowledge. Then there is the next level of going to the dentist for a
screening or cleaning. Where does that perception lie? What is the public’s
perception of good oral health?
People had the option of choosing several
options for barriers. The biggest thing we
found was that people couldn’t afford dental
care. Even people with private insurance.
These quotes are some of the free-form
responses. They are pretty impactful. Even
though I have insurance, I can’t afford it.
Who can pay over $1K out of pocket?
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Carrie: Can you imagine needing half of your teeth extracted?
Lisa: And that’s wrong. Medicare would cover it.
Jane: That might have been true, but it has changed. That education piece - the more
educated we are, the more we can help.
Erin: Also, people are unsure about the cost. They don’t want to be embarrassed.
Juan: The providers can also take Medicaid.
Sarah: That last comment – the uncertainty. Not knowing
how to navigate the system. Sometimes there are language
barriers. Being able to help people navigate all this.
Alison: People on disability mostly have Medicaid, but trying to find someone who will accept
Medicaid is hard. And then getting dentists who will accept people with disabilities. It’s easier
for children, but when it’s an adult – we can’t find anybody.
Jane: We had one person with disabilities; he can’t read or write. He said no one would take
the time to explain it to him. That’s not just in dental. That’s a big part, especially if you are in
extreme pain. You don’t listen the same way.
Erin: These are comments about some of the other issues we have to deal with. Thirty-nine
percent chose a dentist based on who accepts insurance. Sixteen percent couldn’t find one who
would take their insurance. Over half avoid going because of fear and pain.

Terence: People don’t trust dentists. They feel like they get false information because they feel
the dentists don’t want Medicare patients and also they are afraid that they are trying to sell
services that they don’t need.
Carrie: I think that’s a huge piece – across social-economic areas. The quote about “30 years
ago…” Thirty years!
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Alison: We don’t use any sharp objects in our screenings. The caregivers assume that the
patients won’t open their mouth. We had one person whose caregiver said he wouldn’t open
his mouth. The first time he did and was so proud of his goody bag. But they just assumed he
wouldn’t open his mouth. If the caregiver assumes there is pain, they won’t promote going.
Brian: One family had a son with autism. Sitting in a chair, making noises – these were
challenges. They let him come in and run the drill, just trying to get him used to it. But he was
screened out of the program. This is another example of people with disabilities not getting
help.
Erin: Some parents said their kids don’t want to go back by themselves. How do we make it
comfortable and welcoming?
Christine: I have one dentist who is specializing in kids with autism. She’s developing literature
and pamphlets and working with teachers and staff. That dental hygiene assistant needs to
have a full time job and a place in the school system.
Alison: We need to get them experience working with people with disabilities. We work with
St. Petersburg College.
Comment: We need to get paid positions for them. That comes from Tallahassee.
Erin: It’s good to hear this. Plant the seeds for action. Another barrier was proximity and
access. Hours that don’t coincide with a person’s work schedule. Twenty-five percent believe
that their race impacts their ability to get care. We would be interested to hear from you about
what to do with this piece of information. The last statistic is about hours and access.
We talked a little bit about mobile clinics – how do we mobilize these piecemeal solutions?
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Carrie: I’d like to ask Terence – some people felt they were discriminated against by insurance
type.
Terence: One woman got the Medicaid booklet and every dentist told her there was some kind
of age limit. It was absurd.
Erin: We found some pretty significant barriers. Forty-six percent had seen a provider in the
last six months. What I found was that these were the folks with private insurance. Kids were
mostly under the age of 1. We asked parents what they did for their kids.

Carrie: Is anyone skeptical about those numbers?
Erin: You know you are supposed to do it, but what’s preventing you and are you actually
doing it? We asked parents what they are doing now. One thing we found out is this next set
of information. What are the barriers to oral health? When the surveys were being
administered, parents were asking what these things mean to oral health. It demonstrates
some ignorance and also the desire to know. They tell us, “I tell my kids to floss, but they won’t
do it.”

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Alison: I’d like to talk to the parents who get their 2- to 3-year-olds to floss.
Juan: You have to make it fun. On the front, it’s easier. But when you see the kids, you see the
cavities in the back.
Comment: Parents think that once kids get to a certain age, they are good to go. Young kids
don’t have the dexterity. Some of the Title I kids only have one toothbrush in the house. They
can’t afford floss. There are older people with periodontal disease sharing toothbrushes with
their kids.
Jane: Are there any videos that teach parents? I’m trying to picture getting into a child’s mouth
without getting bit.
Comment: There are web sites. Two minutes, two times a day (http://2min2x.org/). Are you
mouthwise? (http://www.areyoumouthwise.com/programs.php)
Comment: There is a downloadable app with a timer and a game.
Jane: The Obama phones don’t do that. Either they don’t have smartphones or they don’t have
the unlimited data. Not everybody has access. If there are videos, maybe we can put them up
in our lobbies.
Areej: I think Sesame Street has Brushy Brush where they show you how to brush your teeth.
It’s really fun. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxMrtK-kYnE
Jane: So if we can take advantage of those…if it’s a game, it’s better.
Brian: Medicaid covers children, but they still don’t go. From 14% in Florida to 58% in
Vermont. These are kids enrolled in Medicaid services already.
Carrie: That’s such an important part – the problem is that
people think they are doing better than they are. They are
supposed to tell you they are doing it, but they aren’t. So what
are the barriers and issues? What is the next level for us? Where
else can we go?
Areej: It also depends on how you ask the question – when you ask them “How many times…”
versus “Do you…?”
Christine: We are trying to get our dental health students working in teams with our nursing
students. The government is telling us to get students into the academic areas. Our nursing
students wanted to know why they are at the table. They didn’t understand the link. We’re
collaborating with the UF Pharmacy program. They are designing medical teams and going to
families’ homes. Social worker, dentist, pharmacist and nurses. I’ve asked about bringing a
veterinarian as well. The teams talk about all aspects of health. It’s an idea that is starting to
take off. There is a lot of organization involved, a lot of liability involved.
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Jane: Are they also looking at the actual living conditions of people, breathing issues, lead
paint. The environmental issues.
Christine: I’m not really sure, but it wouldn’t be too farfetched. I’ll play Devil’s advocate: We
got buses and we still couldn’t get kids to the clinic so we dropped it. Permission slips hadn’t
even been looked at. We’ll be at every PTA meeting.
Jane: Give the Kids a Smile is coming up. It’s being done at the Department of Health.
February 27th at 8am.
Erin: We have this system of Band-Aids – how can we change the system?
Lisa: The good news is that Humana offers coverage for adults in Medicaid. This is the first
year of managed Medicaid so there are issues. One of my initiatives is that we go to all PCP’s
and push the oral health exam and it’s covered. One issue is that very few of the providers
accept Medicaid. We find out who takes the plan and with what caveats. We give all of our
medical providers a dental provider list so they can refer. Also, permission slips are a problem.
HIPPA causes restrictions. We are doing outbound calling to the parents. We remind them
about the permission slip. We want to do that with all the outbound buses in the community.
Parents don’t understand permission slips. If someone calls me on the phone, I might respond
to that better than the permission slip.

The state is talking about removing dental care from the managed care and putting it back with
the state. There is a new family care center opening in Brandon.
Juan: Our new facility will have everything integrated in one. Pediatrics, mental health and
dental. We start with the pre-natal. We have an OB-GYN. Then pediatrics.
Christine: Hire dental hygienists. Baccalaureate hygienists.
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Erin: All of this ties back to if we want to achieve oral health, we have to have integrated
programs. We have all the people in this room who can share expertise on this. We hope that
we can build upon what each other does and build an integrated model. I’m excited to hear you
share your individual perspectives.
Barriers – 30% said they had no barrier to make an appointment. Clearly, we know that’s not
what we’ve been hearing in the field.

Focus Groups: We held six. Three in Hillsborough – one in Tampa, one in Town and Country
and one in Wimauma. We also held three in Pinellas County - downtown, south St. Petersburg
and Largo.
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Erin: Cost - we found the same concerns about cost.

People can’t find a provider who will take their insurance. There is fear of going to the dentist.
Maybe have some education on what you can expect.
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Alison: There is a thing called a social story. It is often used with autism and disabilities. We
have pictures of each step of the process. It helps them know what is going to happen. It could
be a tool to help with that. We made our own for each of our disciplines that we screen. One
of my colleagues got this idea from a meeting she was in.
Carrie: This is a look back. We did the Five Why’s activity. We came up with a list of root
causes. This is what we thought we knew. This is why we thought we were 49th on the list and
have all these issues. Four months ago, this is what we thought.

Now, we know what is true. Now we have evidence that this is the case. Overwhelmingly, cost,
income and insurance. They are all interrelated. Cost goes from co-pays, to paying out of
pocket. Income – is it in the criteria for me to be eligible for coverage? The participants in
Town and Country talked about oral health as a luxury service. No one was asking for free
services, they were asking for affordable services. The insurance – I have private or I don’t, I
have a list of providers, do they take me? Then we go back to the fear and anxiety that goes
across all demographics. Education goes across so many things. Access – not only from a
provider perspective, but also from a proximity perspective. Wimauma said, “We’ve been
forgotten for a long time.” They talk about the absence of bi-lingual providers.
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Terence: They only have one provider, in Ruskin.
Brian: Town and Country has some of the same issues.
Terence: We had one elderly woman who got stranded by a Medicaid cab in Tampa.
Juan: We do some procedures on patients who need transportation because they’ve been
medicated. Sometimes we just deal with it internally. Medicaid doesn’t understand. Sometimes
patients have to walk an hour to the first bus stop.
Carrie: There was a study done in Hillsborough to see how long it would take to get to a clinic.
It took four hours.
Jane: Please call the bus services and let them know where there is a gap in service. We need
to give evidence that these spots are there. Pinellas County is better than Hillsborough and
Pasco. Especially if you have a new clinic or services where there is a high volume of bus riders.
It’s very confusing and limited.
Lisa: It would be nice if statewide there was standard Medicaid transportation regardless of
coverage. It would help cab services as well.
Jane: It’s very confusing.
Lisa: If the state would take back a piece of it, or the pieces that need oversight.
Lunch & Networking
Provided by Inside the Box Café & Catering, the social enterprise of Metropolitan Ministries
(http://itbcafe.org/)
Carrie: So that’s what we found. Surprised? Not surprised, but proven right. We are giving you
30 minutes for lunch without a task. However, you might consider these questions:
Carrie: Lunch has been provided by Inside
the Box Café and Catering which is run by
Metropolitan Ministries. Take a break, take
your meal. Thank you so much for staying
engaged. We’re going to ask you to advise
us on these three questions.
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Advising & Prioritizing Activity
Break-out into small groups, brainstorm potential actions around the identified barriers (or
others) and prioritize recommendations (Systems Change Framework care, community,
financing, policy)
Carrie: How was lunch? Great discussion. You were incredibly engaged and shared some
thought-provoking ideas. Thank you for what you’ve already done. Now, to pick your brain a
little bit more.

Andrea: I’m going to pass around a bucket of numbers. This is the best part
because we are going to get your ideas. You are in an advisory role now. We’re
using the framework that Carrie has already shared with you: Care, Community,
Finance and Policy. As you do this, reference the notes you have. We have our
brainstorming software where you can enter your ideas into each of these four
areas. We’ve already populated two in the Care bucket. You will be able to see
your team’s ideas as well as the ideas from the other teams. Each idea will have your team
number next to it.
After we get a bucket of 20 or 30
recommendations, we’ll ask each group to pick
two or three and move those to the “top ideas”
bucket. We’ll prioritize these. Then you’ll do
Community recommendations. Then we’ll remix
you to do the other two areas. We’ll vote to
prioritize your ideas after each brainstorming
bucket.
We’ll meet next door in your teams.
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Care Brainstorming
Brainstorm Care Recommendations
1. Appeal to dental volunteers re: needs & misperceptions (SPC1@spcollege)
2. MMA – dental providers at health fairs (SPC1@spcollege)
3. retired dentists providing services (Team 3)
4. providing opportunities for dental health within holistic care coordination models (Team 3)
5. Place service locations on bus lines or easily accessible public transportation avenues
(Team 4)
Best - Care Recommendations
1. maximize referrals of non-Medicaid patients to dental schools (Team 2)
2. Appropriate incentives for dentists to serve un- or underserved populations (i.e., loan
forgiveness programs) (Team 4)
3. lobby the state to provide the opportunity to offer training to develop dental hygienist
therapy (Team 2)
4. oral health with patient-centered medical home (Team 3)
5. state needs to regulate how plans report providers (Team 2)
6. Public service campaigns including social media, commercials, public service
announcements (Team 1)
7. Dental health should be recognized as a nutrition issue and be available to purchase with
SNAP benefits, WIC benefits or through a developed specific program. List resources for
receiving free dental supplies. (Team 1)
8. engage industry students as pseudo-volunteers for experience in their field, but still
treating patients in the community (Team 3)
9. Primary care provider intake forms ask about last time patient had a dental screening or
cleaning (Team 4)
Team 1

Christine: #7 - For SNAP and WIC benefits, they are not allowed to purchase oral health
items. #6 – Some kind of public service announcements – use social media.
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Team 2

Speaker: We dragged over #1, #3, and #5. We should maximize referrals of non-Medicaid
clients to the dental schools so they can get care. Change the way plans report providers so
they are actually taking cases. Dental Hygienist therapist – they can work in the community
without working directly under the supervision of a dentist. A higher trained individual.
Christine: They are doing this in other states very successfully.
Team 3

Deb: We moved #8. Engage industry students, all medical-related students to engage them in
an interdisciplinary approach to provide them with the experience with the populations we see
in the community.
Team 4

Speaker: #2. Give appropriate incentives to dentists to serve the underserved. Loan
forgiveness, incentives for volunteering. There are incentives now, but they are not enticing
enough apparently. #9 – Getting information on the importance of seeing a dentist.
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Care Prioritization
Andrea: Are there any that we should consider combining? (None were combined). OK, pick
the top three choices in order of priority.

Top Recommendations for Care
• Appropriate incentives for dentists to serve un- or underserved populations (i.e., loan
forgiveness programs) – 22%
• Dental health should be recognized as a nutrition issue and be available to purchase with
SNAP benefits, WIC benefits or through a developed specific program. List resources for
receiving free dental supplies – 18%
• Primary care provider intake forms ask about last time patient had a dental screening or
cleaning – 14%
• Public service campaigns including social media, commercials, public service
announcements – 13%
Andrea: How do these resonate as your top four recommendations?
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Community Brainstorming
Andrea: Good job. Let’s move on to Community. We’ve seeded some actions that came out of
the last engagement.
Brainstorm Community Recommendations
1. List all Tampa Bay dental resources – clinics, specialty clinics, dentists with list of
insurances/services, ages served, sliding scale clinics (specify costs/service by income)
(SPC1@spcollege)
2. Marketing/Advertising brochures (SPC1@spcollege)
3. educating consumers on locations and availabilities of mobile dental units (Team 3)
4. utilizing and educating PTA and other school support groups (Team 3)
5. Increase number of school nurses who can focus on dental education at every grade level
(Team 4)
6. Increase utilization of telephonic interpretation services (Team 4)
Best - Community Recommendations
1. Navigator to help residents find free care and providers; one stop shop for kids, seniors,
adults; phone and website (SPC1@spcollege)
2. early education and application to break cycle of poor oral care via those providers,
outreach, mobile units, etc. (Team 3)
3. holistic health care provision and screenings integration (Team 3)
4. Add dental outreach activities to other well-established outreach activities (Team 4)
5. Use visual aids and pictures to communicate information to people who struggle with
language and educational barriers (Team 4)
6. Collaborate with faith-based organizations to increase access to resources and for
community education (Team 4)
7. Merge all existing resource guides/lists and keep them updated and keep them on a
master website (Team 2)
8. state regulates one transportation program for Medicaid/Medicare (Team 2)
9. Make these lists available on websites and note who is served, i.e., population and
special needs (SPC1@spcollege)
10. working with school nurses and school medical on dental education and provision
(Team 3)
11. Break down barriers for providers who were dentists out of country to practice here
(Team 4)
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Team 1

Speaker: #3 and #4. Holistic health care provision screening, and add dental to outreach
activities.
Team 2

Speaker: We had #1, #2, and #3 and put them into #7. Have all the resource guys integrated
and put them on a master website. Identify what populations they serve. That needs to be
added. We also put #8 – have the state regulate which transportation system is used for
Medicaid and Medicare so each plan doesn’t have a separate provider. Also #2 – do this
through the provider’s mobile unit. Early education is really important.
Team 3

Speaker: #2 – Early education that also includes PTA and other
community organizations. Also #7 includes school nurses. We
added #1. We also added #11.
Team 4
Speaker: #5 and #6. Using visual aids, pictures
to walk people through a process. It’s important
especially for school-based settings for people with
education or language barriers. Also, #4 – include
faith-based organizations for community outreach.
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Community Prioritization
Andrea: Which ones can we consider combining?
Comment: I think education needs to start before school age. If you tie it to school nurses,
then you’re missing the pre-school.
Other comments: Make dental health part of child care training. There was group discussion

about the age of intervention, approaching children earlier than school age.

Top Recommendations for Community
• Early education and application to break cycle of poor oral care via those providers,
outreach, mobile units, etc. – 17%
• Collaborate with faith-based organizations to increase access to resources and for
community education – 17%
• Holistic health care provision and screenings integration – 11%
• Add dental outreach activities to other well-established outreach activities – 11%
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Financing Brainstorming
Brainstorm Financing Recommendations
1. Increase Medicaid/Medicare reimbursement rates and advocate for comprehensive dental
benefits (Team 4)
2. loan forgiveness for dentists working in low-income areas (Team 2)
3. Leverage the population health focus to fund prevention services (Team 4)
4. inclusion of preventative dental care as EHB under the ACA for adults (Team 2)
5. Build a case for businesses showcasing economic benefits and ROI for prevention services
and programs (Team 4)
6. Community Navigation/Advocate positions (Team 3)
7. health insurance companies including preventative dental care in health insurance coverage
(Team 2)
8. Incentivize providers to offer enhanced preventative services (Team 4)
9. Modified WIC and SNAP to allow purchase of oral health products (Team 3)
10. including dental hygiene and oral health awareness within existing wellness program
(Team 2)

No Team 1.
Team 2
Speaker: We added #2 – loan forgiveness for dentists working in lowincome areas. #4 – inclusion of preventative dental care as part of
essential health care added for adults. #7 – health insurance
companies will hopefully preventative care to basic coverage. #10 –
including dental hygiene and oral health as part of wellness programs.
Team 3
Speaker: #6 – establish community navigators and the
funding for them. Also #9 – include WIC and SNAP to purchase
oral health products.
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Team 4
Speaker: We did #5 – the business case for showcasing
preventative services. All the money is on the treatment, not on
preventing the issues. Also, #1, the reimbursement rates. #8 –
incentivize providers – have them get better benefits for
preventative services.
Financing Prioritization
Andrea: Any combination opportunities?

No combinations.

•
•
•
•

Top Recommendations for Financing
Loan forgiveness for dentists working in low-income areas – 17%
Modified WIC and SNAP to allow purchase of oral health products – 16%
Increase Medicaid/Medicare reimbursement rates and advocate for comprehensive dental
benefits – 15%
Inclusion of preventative dental care as EHB under the ACA for adults – 12%
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Policy Brainstorming
Brainstorm Policy Recommendations
1. Hybrid loan forgiveness program for dentistry students based upon percentage of low
income patients served (private and public sector) (Team 4)
2. every child needs to have health insurance including dental services (Team 3)
3. Advocate for comprehensive Medicaid/Medicare dental benefits for adults (Team 4)
4. Modified WIC and SNAP to allow to purchase oral health products (Team 3)
5. federal-level education standards and scope in school-aged children, and pre-professional
students at the university level with regards to on-site training in low-income areas
(Team 2)
6. Break down barriers for out-of-country dentists to practice in America (Team 4)
7. broaden scope of practice for dental hygienists (Team 2)
8. Change policy to allow dental hygiene therapists to practice in high-need areas (Team 4)
9. Following the lead of other states to allow training of dental hygienist therapist to serve in
dental health deserts (Team 3)

No Team 1.
Team 2
Speaker: #5 – having policies at the federal level
talking about what they need to be teaching kids in
schools. Also at the university level, their
certification includes training in low income
populations. #7 - Broadening the scope of
practice for dental hygienists.
Team 3
Speaker: #2 – every child needs dental
services. Include WIC and SNAP. #9 - Follow
other states that have dental therapists.

Team 4
Speaker: #1 – hybrid program for dental students. Give them
loan forgiveness. #3 – for adults, too. #6 – break down
barriers. #8 – high needs instead of health deserts. We had
four of the nine!
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Policy Prioritization
Andrea: Any quick combo’s?
Jane: How much do you want to broaden the dental hygienist to become a dental therapist?
There are three different states and they all do them differently. A hygienist in Alaska can do
fillings with remote supervision, but in other places they can’t.
Speaker: Can a hygienist open a private practice?
Jane: No. And there has to be supervision within a certain number of days. A therapist can
open their own practice.

The group decided to add the hygienist scope to the therapist ideas.

Top Recommendations for Policy
• Change policy to allow dental hygiene therapists to practice in high-need areas / Following
the lead of other states to allow training of dental hygienist therapist to serve in dental
health deserts / broaden scope of practice for dental hygienists – 22%
• Hybrid loan forgiveness program for dentistry students based upon percentage of low
income patients served (private and public sector) – 15%
• Modified WIC and SNAP to allow to purchase oral health products – 15%
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Wrap-up & Next Steps
Carrie: Here is the next step. We have the opportunity to apply for Year Two funding. The
advisement you gave us today will go into our application which is due next Thursday. You’ll get
the Real-Time Record and a copy of the participant attendee list. Once we have gotten through
the March 3 deadline, we’ll get back to you on what we see for Year Two. Thank you for the
incredible work you did today.

Andrea: Do you want to gather around Jonathan and have him talk about his art?
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Artwork
Jonathan: This came from the report outs and your backgrounds. A
sense of all hands on deck. Bringing your area of expertise to the
table, working together, collaborating. The smaller buckets are there
– the policy support, providing care, having the financing in place
and plugging into the community.

Carrie: Thank you for your commitment in staying. You’ll see this
in the next day or so.
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